
PAPUA NEW GUINEA ESSAY

Free Essay: A small nation with widespread brutality and domestic violence, Papua New Guinea, located in the
southwestern Pacific Ocean, struggles with.

Thousands of local workers were hired as cheap labor on cocoa and copra plantations. For the next several
years, mothers nurse their babies, and the babies are carried everywhere and played with by adoring relatives.
It was argued that the profits from the mine would benefit all of Papua New Guinea. Colonization and change
were uneven, with island and coastal areas colonized before the interior and some groups resisting change for
decades. The upper triangle is red with a yellow bird of paradise; the lower triangle is black with five white
stars representing the Southern Cross. Policing a large and thinly populated country is difficult, and many
citizens fear the police. The characteristic "big man" was hardworking, skilled in oratory, personable,
intelligent, generous, and the husband of more than one wife. After Independence, the government supported
the arts to promote a national culture. Part of the problem is the government's need to spend money on roads,
schools, and basic infrastructure for a population thinly spread over a rugged countryside. The country is in
desperate need of social services for the many abused and battered woman and the vengeful violent acts that
take place for accused witchcraft and sorcery. Webb, Michael. History and Ethnic Relations Emergence of the
Nation. Traditionally, even married men lived in separate houses from their wives. Access to mental health
care is limited, and many people with psychosocial disabilities and their families often consider traditional
healers to be the only option. Clan exogamy is a must, and parents hope their daughters will marry prosperous
suitors whose kin pay large bride-prices and who will be good allies in exchange and war. Commerce is
centered in the towns. May, R. Corrective Services ordered an inquiry in , but at time of writing no
investigation had begun, allegedly due to lack of funding. Performance Arts. Social Problems and Control.
Zimmerâ€”Tamakoshi, Laura. Urban restaurants provide international cuisine to those who can afford it. The
practice of women competing for men rather than men trying to attract women is having an impact on marital
politics throughout the nation. Although the first arrivals were hunters and gatherers, early evidence shows
that people managed the forest environment to provide food. A troublesome child is left alone or ignored.
Higher Education. Women with jobs employ extended kin to do chores. The Neu Guinea Kompanie paid for
the local governmental institutions directly, in return for the concessions which had been awarded to it.
Marriage, Family, and Kinship Marriage. Agriculture began in Papua New Guinea PNG about 10, years ago as
shown by archaeological research where starch was found on stone tools excavated in Kuk in western
highlands. The nation's "law and order" problem is multifaceted, but the depredations of youthful gangs,
outbreaks of rioting and looting, and the resurgence of tribal warfare are major sources of disorder and misery.
Langmore, Diane. Population Trends in Papua New Guinea ,  On meeting, men and women of different ages
clasp hands or clasp one another around the waist. The deep set beliefs and cult-like traditions of the country
make religious conversion complicated and somewhat superficial, as even those who call themselves
Christian, and attend church weekly, behave in vicious animal-like manners. One such predicament for the
government and the people is unemployment. They have become islands of safety in crime-filled towns as
wantoks band together, apart from other groups. First Contact , video,  Kula exchange expeditions and give
away yam harvests at the annual yam festival gain authority and privilege, and a chief may have many wives
and expect commoners to bow in his presence. There are many political parties, and prime ministers must
forge coalitions. In October, a local man violently assaulted an Iranian refugee who was hospitalized with
serious injuries to his head and eyes. In the late s and s, there were fears of an Indonesian invasion across the
border with Irian Jaya.


